We supply a wide range of Railway quality Impact Sockets, Augering Attachments, Auger Bits and Accessories for use on our Master 35 Petrol Driven Impact Wrench and other brands of Petrol, Air and Hydraulic tools.

The ones shown on this leaflet are the most popular but if you need a special shape or size we can make it. Please send us your enquiries.

**IMPACT SOCKETS**

1" SQUARE DRIVE – STANDARD & DEEP
for use on ALL TYPES OF IMPACT WRENCHES
HEXAGON, SQUARE, BI-SQUARE, RECTANGULAR

23mm SQUARE DRIVE QUICK RELEASE – STANDARD & DEEP
for use on ALL MAKES OF TRACK MOUNTED SCREWING MACHINES
HEXAGON, SQUARE, RECTANGULAR

**EXTENSIONS**

1" SQUARE DRIVE
200, 250, 305 and 405mm long
(8", 10", 12" and 16")

**MASTER 35® NO GO GAUGE**
The Master 35® Anvil and Socket No Go Gauge was developed to help Fitters and operators decide when to replace worn parts on 1" Square Drive Wrenches and Sockets, Extensions etc.

Using worn Sockets on a good Anvil and good Sockets on a worn Anvil creates extra vibration, causes damage to the Wrench and increases the time it takes to loosen/tighten fasteners.

**SPECIALS**

All steel Adaptor 1" Square Drive Female
made for use with 23mm Square Drive Quick Release Sockets

1" Square Drive Holder with T70 Bit

1" Square Drive Universal Joint

**MAXI CLIPS**

ONE PIECE COMBINED METAL
PIN AND RING FOR SOCKETS – ZINC PLATED
M550, 60 and 70mm (2", 2 3/8", 2 ¼")
**PINS AND RINGS**

STEEL RETAINING PINS
49, 57 and 67mm long
(2”, 2 ¼”, 2 5/8”)

Packed 50 per bag

**NATURAL RUBBER RETAINING RING**

ONE SIZE FITS ALL SOCKETS
Because our Rings are made of natural rubber they can be stretched easily without breaking
Packed 100 per bag

**AUGERING ATTACHMENTS**

These are made with a 1” Square Drive for use on the Master 35 Petrol Driven Impact Wrench and allows it to be quickly converted into a Wooden Sleeper/Tie Drilling Machine.

EUROPEAN  for use with Master 9mm hexagon shank bits

AMERICAN  for use with standard American hexagon shank bits

GRAFF.  Cylindrical for use with traditional railway bits

SPECIALS  made to suit other types of Railway Bit

**AUGER BITS**

STANDARD Quality  Ideal for use on Soft Timber Sleepers/Ties
Master 9mm Hexagon shank and Graff. Cylindrical
10, 13, 16, 17, 18, 19 and 22mm dia.

STANDARD Quality  Ideal for use on Soft Timber Sleepers/Ties
Graff. Cylindrical 16mm dia. shank
With Countersink Cutter 18, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25 and 26mm dia

PREMIUM Quality  Ideal for use on hard Timber Sleepers/Ties
Master 9mm Hexagon shank
10, 13, 16, 17, 18 and 19mm dia

SPECIAL SHANKS  12, 12.7, 13, 14 and 16mm and with flats

BITS  
are packed in strong plastic telescopic easily stacked boxes. 10 Bits per box

**OTHER MASTER PRODUCTS**

Metal Carrying Box
With rubber ribbed base.
Holds a Master Impact Wrench and a full set of Accessories

Trolley
Use with Master Impact Wrench when it is necessary to fit/remove a lot of screwed fasteners or when drilling.
Versions for Standard, Narrow and Broad Gauge Track